All Classes are in the NYUAD Downtown Campus, Abu Dhabi
unless otherwise indicated

Class Times: 10:30 AM – 12:30 pm and 1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

1. 9/11 (Sat) – Orientation; English #1 and Leadership #1; Alumni Event
2. 9/12 (Sun) – Overview to U.S. Government
3. 9/26 (Sun) – Sexton/Traub #1
4. 10/3 (Sun) – English #2 and Public Speaking #1
5. 10/17 (Sun) – Sexton/Traub #2
6. 10/31 (Sun) – Public Speaking #2 and Leadership #2
7. 11/7 (Sun) – Sexton/Traub #3
8. 11/21 (Sun) – Traub #4
9. 11/28 (Sun) – Sexton #4
10. 12/12 (Sun) – Sexton/Traub #5
11. 1/16 (Sun) – Sexton/Traub #6 (New York)
12. 1/17 (Mon) – English #3 and Leadership #3 (New York)
13. 1/23 (Sun) – Sexton #7/Shrum #1 (New York)
14. 1/30 (Sun) – Public Speaking #3 and Leadership #4 *
15. 2/13 (Sun) – Shrum #2
16. 2/20 (Sun) – Public Speaking #4 and Leadership #5 *
17. 2/27 (Sun) – Sexton #8/Shrum #3
18. 3/13 (Sun) – Sexton #9/Shrum #4
19. 3/20 (Sun) – Public Speaking #5 and Leadership #6 *
20. 3/27 (Sun) – Sexton #10/Shrum #5
21. 4/2 (Sat) – Public Speaking #6 and Leadership #7; Alumni Event
22. 4/3 (Sun) – Sexton #11/Shrum #6; Closing Dinner

* Class will be held at the campus of UAEU, ZU, or HCT